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Players will experience and control on-the-ball actions with unprecedented touch. In addition, key
features have been tuned and tuned for the speed of the real-life football action. With a higher speed
and more fluid engine, FIFA 22 brings you closer to real-life football action than ever before. “We’re
delighted to be able to capture and implement the real-life world of 22 players onto FIFA gameplay,”
said Piers Morgan, Creative Director. “We’ve made a game that will expand our player universe and
allow our fans to experience new gameplay possibilities.” FIFA 22 is an open-world, online gameplay

experience with a brand new, action-packed FIFA World Cup experience. However, the core
gameplay, stadiums, players and on-the-ball passing and shooting mechanics are identical to FIFA

21. Also of note is that the game will feature cross-platform play between the Xbox One, Xbox One X,
PS4, PS4 Pro and PC via Steam. The Zones One of the exciting features of FIFA 22’s gameplay will be
the new Zones feature that players will be able to create to control the match as they see fit. Before
the start of the game, players can select from two shapes in the Ultimate Team mode and play in a
free-for-all way. The match is then divided into 18 sectors, based on the player shapes. Each zone is
designed to be a battle zone on the pitch. “Over the last few years, we’ve introduced new gameplay

elements to FIFA World Cup,” said Morgan. “Each of these gameplay features has shifted and
changed the game – and now, with Zones, that’s set to continue. We now have the ability for the

player to control how the match is played.” FIFA 21 featured the FanSided Soccer feature, which was
created in conjunction with the soccer website, Fansided.com. Similar to the FanSided Soccer
feature, Zones will be designed in close cooperation with a select group of community-based
influencers and their fans, allowing for feedback to be taken into consideration. “There’s no

gameplay feature in FIFA that has moved players in such an emotional way,” said Morgan. “The
gameplay of FIFA World Cup used to be about hitting a penalty spot, but then it evolved with the

Features Key:

For the first time, use FIFA 21 Legacy content and import legacy players using Create a Club
to take your Club on a new path.
22 Player Move Sets to make the game more reactive.
Reinvent Pure Player Move animations.
Master your free kicks, long shots and trickery with the all-new Champion Creator, lets you
choose the movement of your whole team.
New Creation Kit that lets you customize any team and stadium with far more options than
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ever before,
FIFA rework commentary, replace the fake-sounding first person experience with true 3rd
Person perspective.
Accurately simulated crowd reactions, from singing to fireworks
The addition of dribbling only feet off the ball and most importantly, Prediction Control
Completely revamped 2 on 2 gameplay and new free kicks.
More player interaction with new ball physics.
Bigger moves on the field.
New power play and defensive modes.
More control when managing a close competitive match with more aggressive options and
adjustments for you to make.
Dynamic camera views to make you feel more in control.
Your instincts will never be the same again, this is the deepest control system ever created
by EA SPORTS.
So much more.
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FIFA is back—and better than ever! Built from the ground up by FIFA developers, the world’s leading
sports video game, FIFA delivers authentic, club-driven competitions and the deepest gameplay

innovations in franchise history. Features In Development The new FIFA 20 engine brings the most
advanced rendering technology in the history of video games, combined with a new and improved
physics engine that delivers an all-new level of responsiveness and reaction. Player Intelligence Six

training modes and a new AI engine have been built to offer gamers and coaches the most
immersive experience possible. New features include new camera work, a new user interface and

new Player Intelligence that helps clubs, managers, and players make better decisions on the pitch.
World Class Studios EA SPORTS continues to bring on the world’s best creators and top FIFA Studios

to lead the charge on FIFA franchise development, including six highly-celebrated studios: EA
Vancouver, DICE Stockholm, EA Tiburon, EA Canada, EA Motive and EA Mobile. Gameplay Features
Strike Zone FIFA 22’s core gameplay breakthrough—Unbounded Tactical Awareness (UTA)–creates

the world’s most intuitive and realistic player control. FIFA Movement FIFA 22 brings the world’s
most realistic movement engine to the pitch. With greater responsiveness in the true-to-life, physics-
driven animation, players react to their environment in dynamic, unpredictable ways. FIFA Teamwork

FIFA Teamwork creates more fluidity, tactical freedom, and ultimately greater strategy between
teams and players, the most realistic on-pitch teamwork in sports video game history. Decision
Making FIFA 22 brings back the Player Intelligence System that lets players take control of the

match, making the most of every situation. New decision making feature, Defensive Interception,
enable more options and versatility in a defensive midfielder role. Change of Pace Players can start a

sprint from an open pass or sprint from a spontaneous run, while retaining all animations and
physics. Looking for more FIFA? Download the FIFA 20 demo and find out what's new now! Join the

community and get news and hands-on experiences, watch community challenges, and vote on
player kits and more. The official FIFA 20 Companion App The new FIFA Companion App bc9d6d6daa
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Build your dream squad of up to 32 players in Ultimate Team. Throughout the season, collect new
cards to boost key attributes. Make trades to improve the overall quality of your team. Or battle it

out in Skill Games with players from all over the world. Football Manager – With 45 years of
experience, Football Manager brings to the table a new and exciting formula that puts the fans at the

heart of the game and brings a deeper touch to the career that has been the core of the series.
Create your own club from a team of real world players, mould the squad and build the team culture
to your vision. COACHES Become the manager of any team on the biggest stage. Lead your team in
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new and innovative ways thanks to key new features and a wider variety of game modes. NEW
GAME MODES Manage any team from the top four leagues in Europe to manage a national side Live
every footballing moment with a new method of play and touch that brings a fresh and immersive

feeling DYNAMIC MENU SYSTEM With a brand new and improved fluid menu system that allows you
to easily switch between different game modes and view options, build your squad, manage your

team, or take on the manager in your own pace and the way that suits you best Realistic, immersive
and easy to pick up, Football Manager is the ultimate game of management. What's New in this

version: Use the all new AI Manager Experience that allows for a detailed, real life approach to the
football manager role NEW WELCOME VIDEO AND ADVENTURES Play through a series of in-game

scenarios to help you kick-start your career in football NEW FEATURES AND IMPROVEMENTS All-new,
fluid menu system that allows for easy switching between different modes and views New AI

Manager Experience that can be accessed at any time In-game tutorials that help you to get to grips
with the new features New Academy Setup and Gatherings system allows for a better and more

interactive squad building experience NEW WING DRESSING DEFINITION SYSTEM Provides a new way
of creating match day options and exciting new experiences NEW FARM PROSESSAGE GAME MODES

Allows you to work within the game to earn plenty of in-game cash to help you with your squad
building and spending NEW TV/DEPOSITO LIMITS New limits for

What's new:

New levels of player and team animations make Fifa 22
gameplay feel more lifelike. Dribbling and game
celebrations are exaggerated for maximum on-screen
impact. New boosts and sequences make players spring
into action like never before.
Improved ball physics in FIFA Ultimate Team give you more
control over your gameplay by letting you dictate your
favourite shots with more precision than ever.
Compete in your manager’s team on-the-go or prepare
your training plans with the new Training Centre.
FIFA Visual Concert – now live in-game, tune up to 80
songs from the biggest acts in the world such as Gnash,
Pitbull, Robert Glasper, Meek Mill, Kesha, Luke James and
Jeremih in the latest FIFA, The Game.
FIFA Ultimate Team – give your team license to dream. Play
with the authentic kit of the 11 crowned World Cup
champions and countless other amazing players from your
favourite clubs and leagues. Experience the next level of
FIFA gameplay with The Journey. Packed with all-new
challenges for your team to master, this mode is the
complete football experience like no other.
Fight Penalty Kicks – standing and moving or standing
stationary, get ready for penalty kicks that will see you rev
your engine.
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New Pro and Scout cameras give fans in full-motion
environments the most immersive spectators available in a
game.
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the #1 selling sports video game franchise
globally, with more than 115 million players. FIFA is packed
with all the authentic strategy, skill and action of real-world
football. Whether you're passing, shooting, heading or
defending, FIFA delivers the authentic feeling of real football.
The world's biggest names in football play the most complete,
varied and authentic game you've ever seen. EA SPORTS FIFA is
the #1 selling sports video game franchise globally, with more
than 115 million players. FIFA is packed with all the authentic
strategy, skill and action of real-world football. Whether you're
passing, shooting, heading or defending, FIFA delivers the
authentic feeling of real football. The world's biggest names in
football play the most complete, varied and authentic game
you've ever seen. Introduction This year, FIFA comes to life like
never before in FIFA 22 for Xbox One X, PlayStation 4 and PC.
FIFA 22 is a revolutionary step forward, even more immersive
and personal than the previous game. Powered by Football, EA
SPORTS FIFA 22 brings the game closer to real life. Add a new
depth of tactical depth and a new set of Story Mode gameplay.
On Field Intelligence FIFA 22 evolves the way you play by
enhancing in-game intelligence. Add layers of personalized
tactics to your gameplay, adjusting team sizes, positions, and
formations. Change the pace of the game at every moment and
influence the outcome of key moments. FIFA 22 evolves the
way you play by enhancing in-game intelligence. Add layers of
personalized tactics to your gameplay, adjusting team sizes,
positions, and formations. Change the pace of the game at
every moment and influence the outcome of key moments. New
Commentary FIFA 22 introduces a new set of commentary
voices to the EA SPORTS FIFA series. The new voices heighten
the game’s authenticity for you and your friends. FIFA 22
introduces a new set of commentary voices to the EA SPORTS
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FIFA series. The new voices heighten the game’s authenticity
for you and your friends. A new set of pre-match ESPN anchors.
ESPN anchors give you the latest news and injury reports in
addition to providing analysis on the game and your favorite
teams. ESPN anchors give you the latest news and injury
reports in addition to providing analysis on the game and your
favorite teams. Goal line technology. Track the run of the ball in
every game at
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